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FLY OF THE MONTH

Trout Chow Tier:  Dennis Garrison,
Instructions by Lucky Ketcham, SDFF, June 2006

Hook: TMC 2457 or equivalent, size 12.
Bead: 1/8" gold.
Thread: Tan, 6/0.
Tail (Optional): Partridge fibers.
Body: Medium brown/yellow variegated chenille.
Hackle: Partridge, hen, or grizzly saddle dyed golden ginger.

Note:  Believe it or not, this fly actually started
out as a generic nymph for the Gallatin River in
Montana, where it worked very well. I have also
used it throughout the west on wild trout, and
have been very successful. However, it has since
proven to be an absolute killer on stocked trout.
Fish it without weight, let it sink, then twitch it
back to you in slow (6") strips. (By Dennis)  Lucky
notes � I tried this nymph for the past three
years in NY, the Bishop area and Lake Cuyamaca
for stocked trout with success.  Fish that are
used to eating small Purina Trout Chow pellets
seem to like it.  I store a real pellet or two in my
fly box to add some oil and odor to these nymphs.
I told Louie Zimm to try one on Tom Loe�s Private
Pond at 5 PM and see what happens.

Smash the barb on the curved scud hook.  Slip a
1/8� bead over the point and up to the eye.  At-
tach the tan thread behind the bead and wrap a
thread base to above the barb and back to the
eye.  Make a little ball of thread behind and into
the hollow bead to secure. (Or make a few wraps
of fine lead and force it into the hollow bead.)
Add a drop of head cement behind the bead.
Wrap the thread back to the bend.  Select 8 or 9
well marked partridge fibers.  Size the tail to be
about 1 hook gap long and attach to the top of
the hook.  Trim off the butts.  Select about 2

inches of brown and yellow variegated chenille and
clean out ¼ inch of the fuzz from one end.  Attach
the bare thread to the rear of the hook, and then
advance the thread to the bead.  Wrap the chenille
in tight touching turns to behind the bead head and
secure with three tight wraps of thread.  Trim off
the excess chenille.  Select another small soft
partridge feather with the barbs just long enough
to reach the bend of the hook.  (Not too long)  Look
at the curve of the feather and peel off one side
from the concave side.  Prepare the soft hackle by
pulling the fibers to the rear and trimming a little
triangle of hackle tip for the tie in point.  You want
to tie the hackle in �wet fly style� with the shiny
side toward the eye, dull curved side to the rear.
Attach the hackle by the tip and wrap up and to
the rear 1 ½ to 2 turns only.  Sparse is good.  Se-
cure with three wraps of thread and trim off
excess hackle butts.  Whip finish behind the bead
head.  Add a small drop of head cement to the back
of the bead, allowing cement to flow on to the
threads.  Take care not to get cement on the soft
hackles.

This is a fly that might work on Lake Murray and
stocked lakes right after the Hatchery Truck has
left the parking lot.  You can thank me later for
this one. Lucky




